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            Why did Yosef’s brothers hate him? 

  

Conventional wisdom explains that they hated him because Yosef presented himself as 

better than his brothers. 

  

When we look carefully at the pesukim, however, we see that the brothers begin to hate 

Yosef even before he tells them his dreams. Knowing that Yosef is a dreamer is enough for the 

brothers to hate him. 

  

            What’s wrong with dreaming? Why should they hate Yosef for dreaming? 

  

            Rabbi Joseph Soloveichik delivered a lecture in which he discusses Yosef and his 

dreams. (It can be found in Chamesh Derashos.)  The Rav compares Yosef and his brothers to 

the Zionists and their religious opponents.  The Zionists were dreamers. They saw the need for a 

Jewish State and took the necessary action to try to make it a reality. The anti-Zionist camp could 

not tolerate the risks involved. They saw the pursuit of a Jewish State as fraught with danger to 

the Jewish tradition. It was too risky to take Judaism into the sphere of state-making. 

  

Similarly, Joseph was a dreamer. He saw the tremendous possibility for the worldview of 

Avraham, Yitzchak, and Yaakov to elevate the rest of the world through engaging with it. The 

brothers were satisfied with the status quo and were resistant to change. Yosef – like the early 

Zionists - was a dreamer, a visionary, who was willing to go out on a limb. 

 

Dreamers can make us uncomfortable because they are willing to address the 

very same problems we see but are unwilling to address. Dreamers seek to change a status quo 

with which non-dreamers are comfortable. They see the world as it should be and act.  

 

We should embrace and emulate the dreamers not be afraid of the change. 

 

Everyone knows that that if someone is choking on food, the Heimlich Maneuver is the 

preferred method for dislodging the food. What is less well known is how this maneuver, 

discovered by Dr. Henry Heimlich, who passed away last Saturday, became widely accepted 

practice. 

  

Dr. Heimlich was a practicing physician and an innovator. He had already patented a 

number of medical devices. By the 1970’s, death by choking was the sixth leading cause of 

accidental death in the US, 4,000 people, mostly children were dying each year. Heimlich 

thought of using the reserve of air in the lungs to propel the lodged object back out through the 

mouth. 

  



He first experimented on dogs and eventually published his idea in a journal of 

emergency medicine. His idea was met with great skepticism. Physicians claimed the maneuver 

was too difficult to perform and can lead to broken bones or internal injuries. 

  

Therefore, Heimlich decided to take his message straight to the people. He publicized the 

method in newspapers around the country and went on TV to demonstrate. Within weeks, there 

were already cases of people being saved by laymen who read about it in the newspaper. 

Evidence started to mount and its acceptance became widespread. Heimlich himself finally 

performed his own maneuver this past May at age 96 to save another patient in their old-age 

home. 

  

A maneuver that was initially dismissed as just a dream has, to date, saved an estimated 

100,000 people - including Ronald Reagan. 

  

Our Sages teach that dreams are 1/60 of nevuah (propechy). We may not 

be nevi’im (prophets), but we are bnei nevi’im, descended from prophets.  

We all have a responsibility to dream. 

  

 The parsha opens up with the words: Vayeishev Yaakov, Jacob dwelled in the land. The 

Sages elucidate: “Bikesh Yaakov leisheiv b’shalva – Jacob wanted to reside in 

tranquility.”  Yaakov had a difficult life. He had been on the run from his brother, Esav, 

mistreated by his father-in-law, and he had raised a lot of children. Yaakov figured he deserved a 

little break, to live peacefully.  

 

God said, "The righteous do not get to take a break." Instead of the tranquil life Yaakov 

sought, the Yosef saga unfolds. 

  

It would seem that the other brothers embraced Yaakov’s attitude on life. They were satisfied 

with the way things were. They were resentful of Yosef and his dreams of what could be. 

  

Yosef – and all subsequent dreamers – remind us of the need to think big. 

  

Chanukah also teaches this message. 

  

According to the Talmud, one candle per household suffices to fulfill the mitzvah of the 

Chanukah lights. A better form of fulfillment is to light one candle per person. The best way to 

fulfill the mitzvah is for each person, who lights, to light an ascending number of candles each 

night. This is called, “Mehadrin min ha-mehadrin,” the best of the best ways to perform the 

mitzvah. 

  

Unique among Jewish practices, EVERYONE lights Chanukah candles the best way 

possible. For other observances, “just enough” will suffice, but not for the Chanukah lights. On 

Chanukah, each of us aims high and dreams big. 

  



The word “mehadrin” shares a route with the Hebrew word for repeat. On Chanukah, we 

are reminded of the need to keep striving, to keep doing, to keep dreaming. We are never to be 

satisfied with present circumstances. 

  

Yosef is the dreamer, and it is Yosef whom we call the tsaddik, righteous. He understood 

that, to achieve righteousness, we must have a dream for which we are striving. 

  

What is your dream? In what way can each of us move beyond the status quo? 

  

It may be Torah study. We can aspire to read a book of Jewish learning, attend a class, or 

teach someone else more about Judaism. 

  

It may be about Israel. We can see the current discussion about Israel as counter-

productive. What can we do to be more supportive of Israel? 

  

It may be the fact that there are so many in need or in pain? What action can we take to 

help them? Can we donate money or volunteer in a way that creates a more caring community? 

  

“Shir ha-ma’a lot b’shuv Hashem et Tzion hayinu k’cholmim – A song of ascents. When 

God returns us to Zion, we will be like dreamers.” (Psalm 126) The Psalm expresses hope and 

yearning for a return to Zion. When it happens, it will be like a dream come true. 

  

I suggest the Psalm encourages us to be like the dreamer. Let us not desire to 

dwell b’shalva, in complacency. 

  

Let us strive – each one for him or herself – to understand what it is that God wants from 

us, and then constantly strive to achieve that day after day to the best of our ability. 

 


